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Batseta April Webinar 21 April 2020 (09h30- 10h00) 

Topic: Predictability of retirement outcomes - An evidence-based approach 

Speaker: Gareth Stobie, Managing Director @CoreShares Asset Management 

Topic summary Gareth Stobie, MD at CoreShares explains how evidencebased investing can provide more 

certainty as we plan for retirement. We explore how including passive strategies in a portfolio can help 

investors to minimise the moving parts. We will work through how we focused on investors’ retirement needs 

to create a low-cost, effective solution. We combine low-cost passive building blocks, smart beta, selective 

use of active, strategic asset allocation and diversification to solve the retirement problem facing many South 

Africans. For any remaining questions or to be added to CoreShares distribution list please email Michelle 

Noth: michellen@coreshares.co.za or Gareth Stobie: gareths@coreshares.co.za
________________________________________________________________________________________________

Batseta April Webinar 21 April 2020 (10h30- 11h00)
Topic: Asset allocation models: "garbage in, garbage out“

Speaker: Simeon Spieringshoek Asset Allocation Team Leader @RisCura

Topic Summary In an unpredictable world, now more than ever, asset allocation models that look through 

short-term volatility and depressed historic returns are more important than ever. Join us for a practical look 

at the impact that wrong inputs can have on investment strategies and how to build forward looking 
investment strategies.

https://0e1cb70d-72e0-4c2c-bf8b-b449f072b6a7.usrfiles.com/ugd/0e1cb7_44465c90c90e40038ce3a861ee421973.pdf
https://0e1cb70d-72e0-4c2c-bf8b-b449f072b6a7.usrfiles.com/ugd/0e1cb7_8deb89e75fa44f74acac18d4c7365707.pdf
mailto:michellen@coreshares.co.za
mailto:gareths@coreshares.co.za
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Batseta May Webinar 05 May 2020 (09h30- 10h00) 

Topic: Impact of COVID-19 on pensioners and retirement choices in the future

Speaker: Karen Wentzel, Head Of Annuities Sanlam Corporate 

Topic summary:  Since the advent of COVID-19, Pensioners who derive an income from living annuity assets 

are finding themselves in a peculiar position. Annuitants may annually reset their income draw down levels 

which are between 2.5% to 17,5% of the capital value on the annuity anniversary date. This means that 

during challenging times, these annuitants are unable to reduce their draw down rate outside the review date 

in order to protect their investment values and long-term sustainability of their pension income. Similarly, 

should an annuitant wish to increase the draw down rate the same prohibition will apply. In order to provide 

temporary relief for annuitants who wish to reduce or increase their draw down rates, National Treasury 

published a draft notice to allow for the adjustment of the draw down levels and other adjustments. Join the 

Batseta webinar session to learn more about the suggested amendment and matters related to annuities in 

general.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Batseta May Webinar 05 May 2020 (10h30- 11h00) 

Topic: FSCA's Communication 11 - Payment of Contributions and Risk Benefits during COVID 19 

Speaker: Kobus Hanekom, Principal Officer : Sanlam Umbrella Fund 

Topic Summary Some employers and employees may find themselves in financial distress and hardship due 

to COVID 19. Some employers may not be able to temporarily contribute towards their retirement savings. 

Therefore, the Financial Services Conduct Authority (FSCA) issued a communication that retirement funds 

may make rule amendments to accommodate requests for temporary relief from making payment of 

contributions. NB: The Q&A will be uploaded shortly.

https://0e1cb70d-72e0-4c2c-bf8b-b449f072b6a7.usrfiles.com/ugd/0e1cb7_c7a70ccf773840f4a99b36486c5d0738.pdf
https://0e1cb70d-72e0-4c2c-bf8b-b449f072b6a7.usrfiles.com/ugd/0e1cb7_b69005f4e13a4206907618cd7ba346a6.pdf
https://0e1cb70d-72e0-4c2c-bf8b-b449f072b6a7.usrfiles.com/ugd/0e1cb7_8315b4988ec94123a8bc7684653042c9.pdf
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Batseta May Webinar 19 May 2020 (09h30- 10h00) 

Topic: COVID-19: What does it mean for the South African Retirement Fund Industry

Speaker: Hywel George, Director of Investments, Old Mutual Investment Group

Topic summary The COVID-19 pandemic has provoked extreme global market volatility which has resulted in 

unprecedented pressures being placed on the retirement fund industry. Join Hywel George, Director of 

Investments at Old Mutual Investment Group, where he will unpack these challenges and discuss the state of 

the global economy and markets post the COVID-19 pandemic. 
______________________________________________________________________________________________
Batseta May Webinar 19 May 2020 (10h30- 11h00) 

Topic: Corporate karma: why shareholders should care about stakeholders

Speaker: Katherine Davidson, Portfolio Manager of Schroders’ Global Sustainable Growth Fund 

Topic Summary: Companies do not operate in a vacuum’ – this is a firm belief at Schroders, and never before 

has it felt so true. The Corona Virus crisis has thrust corporate social responsibility into the spotlight, and 

shareholders have had to share the pain to support wider stakeholders. In this webinar, Katherine Davidson, 

Portfolio Manager of Schroders’ Global Sustainable Growth Fund, will discuss how to approach sustainable 

investing and the possibility of a new social contract driving future corporate behaviour. She will explain how 

to identify sustainable companies and why they should outperform, aligning shareholder and stakeholder 
interests over the long term.

https://0e1cb70d-72e0-4c2c-bf8b-b449f072b6a7.usrfiles.com/ugd/0e1cb7_e9d6e12842744d46838201dd4ac11f91.pdf
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Batseta June Webinar 04 June 2020 (09h30- 10h15) 

Topic: How data science is transforming the industry? How it is used in systematic investing

Speaker: Bastian Teichgreeber, Head of Asset Allocation and Investment Research

Key take-outs:

• How fund managers are increasingly looking beyond simple linear regression to more advanced ways of 

modelling

investing solutions

• How to apply data science and scientific methods to extract investment insights and opportunities withing a 

portfolio

• How data science provides a degree of predictability, manages downside risk and ultimately better 

investment outcomes

for investors

• The long-term impact and real value of a systematic approach to investment management in the retirement 

space

https://0e1cb70d-72e0-4c2c-bf8b-b449f072b6a7.usrfiles.com/ugd/0e1cb7_f5bffe465f944963b86b629aaee61911.pdf
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Batseta June Webinar 18 June 2020 (09h30- 10h15) 

Topic: An Introduction to investing in Private equity for South African Pension Funds 

Speakers: Svenja Becker, Treena Maguire and Norbert Stelzer from Moravia Capital Investments 

Topic summary: In South Africa, there is a growing awareness and appetite for Private Market asset classes, 

as the benefits and risks become better understood. We invite you to join us to look at Private Equity in more 

detail. An introduction covering the various types of Private Equity, the evolution of the asset class and how 

pension funds in both South African and across the world are allocating to it. What are the main motivations 

for investing? The diversification benefits, the returns and outperformance that can be generated by excellent 

fund managers and the strong governance and social uplift that private equity capital can generate - plus the 

reasons that can make investors shy away. Finally, why is right now with the impact of Covid 19, a good time 

to assess if Private Equity is a suitable investment strategy for your fund.
______________________________________________________________________________________________
Batseta June Webinar 18 June 2020 (10h30- 11h15) 

Topic: Don’t trust what you think you know 

Speakers: Kamini Naidoo and Paul Nixon from Momentum Investments 

Topic Summary: Cognitive distortions are simply ways that our brain convinces us of something that isn't 

really true. Our system in forming beliefs has been great from an evolutionary standpoint but hasn’t served 

us well when comes to the world of finance. What you think you know about hedge funds for example may 

not necessarily be the case. Join us for some fascinating examples, debunked myths and some practical 
considerations on this presentation. 

https://0e1cb70d-72e0-4c2c-bf8b-b449f072b6a7.usrfiles.com/ugd/0e1cb7_c71829b033584896b2e49d747ceb2ecb.pdf
https://0e1cb70d-72e0-4c2c-bf8b-b449f072b6a7.usrfiles.com/ugd/0e1cb7_c9ba240e44f841f98487d909f0fdb4aa.pdf
https://0e1cb70d-72e0-4c2c-bf8b-b449f072b6a7.usrfiles.com/ugd/0e1cb7_e4c0d19bf1b7475390d71a137b03fa08.pdf
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Batseta June Webinar 30 June 2020 (09h30- 10h15) 

Topic: Does inflation targeting still work? 

Speakers: Thabisile Simelane | Senior Consultant at Old Mutual Corporate Consultants 

Topic Summary It is only reasonable that inflation targeting is being questioned because currently it is not 

working. However, if we take a step back and look at history, there is no reason why it should not be 

maintained.
______________________________________________________________________________________________
Batseta June Webinar 30 June 2020 (10h45- 11h30) 

Topic: Valuation in turbulent times

Speakers: Heleen Goussard | Head of Alternative Investment Services | CA (SA); CFA at RisCura

Discussion Points

• The limitation of valuation. 

• How the limitations are magnified under volatile market conditions. 
• Why is this information relevant to a trustee 

https://0e1cb70d-72e0-4c2c-bf8b-b449f072b6a7.usrfiles.com/ugd/0e1cb7_d93beb16eafd45ea9b71d1b71a7d9cb3.pdf
https://0e1cb70d-72e0-4c2c-bf8b-b449f072b6a7.usrfiles.com/ugd/0e1cb7_f46ec9c33b3144b98bd4537d38483305.pdf
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Batseta July Webinar 14 July 2020 (09h30- 10h15) 

Topic: Asset Allocation in a Changing World

Speakers: Philip Bradford, Chief Investment Officer at Sasfin Asset Managers 

Topic Summary Asset allocation policies in South Africa have remained largely unchanged despite dramatic 

changes to the structure of local and global markets. Is now the time to change your long-term asset 

allocation?Find out more by registering on the below button.

Download Presentation
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Batseta July Webinar 28 July 2020 (09h30- 10h15) 

Topic: The impact of COVID-19 on pre-retirement investment returns could shape annuity strategies 

Speakers: Rob Southey | Head of Asset Consulting at Momentum Consultants and Actuaries 

Topic Summary And Discussion Points COVID-19 and the resultant lockdowns have disrupted our lives, 

businesses and the economy. Retirement funds have not been spared the battering of this global pandemic. 

Rob Southey unpacks the impact of ongoing market volatility on pre-retirement investment returns and how it 

will impact postretirement decisions. Join in as we discuss: • The impact of COVID-19 on retirement 

investment returns • Life-staging models – do they hold water amid market crises? • The importance of 

aligning your pre-retirement investment strategy with your expected postretirement investment strategy.

https://8daa2adf-70d8-4b23-8ff0-c387e7a86a19.filesusr.com/ugd/0e1cb7_250d0d1602b74d2880b2b41df67470eb.pdf
https://0e1cb70d-72e0-4c2c-bf8b-b449f072b6a7.usrfiles.com/ugd/0e1cb7_9dcd24050c9c4bd0b90fea111454e0a9.pdf
https://0e1cb70d-72e0-4c2c-bf8b-b449f072b6a7.usrfiles.com/ugd/0e1cb7_9fd66b322119454e81173fc688ab70e2.pdf
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Batseta August Webinar 11 August 2020 (09h30- 10h15) 

Topic: Can 60/40 portfolios still deliver? Schroders’ dynamic answer to the future

Speakers: Michael Devereux CFA | Multi-Asset Fund Manage at Schroders Private Equity

Topic Summary:  With lower expected returns from equities and bonds over the next 10 years, as well as a break 

down in the traditional negative correlation between the two asset classes, the 60/40 approach may face some 

challenges going forward. This session will provide a closer look at the benefits of a different approach and how 

best to use flexible asset allocation in a global multi-asset fund. 
______________________________________________________________________________________________
Batseta August Webinar 11 August 2020 (10h45- 11h30) 

Topic: Investing for Impact through Private Debt 

Speakers: Erica Nell | Head of Credit at Sanlam Investment Management Pawan Singh | Head of Multi-Strategy, 

Alternative Investments at Sanlam Investment Management 

Topic Summary How retirement funds can play a key role in addressing the damage caused by the pandemic and 
make a meaningful impact by lending to SMEs whilst at the same generating a financial return for their members. 

https://0e1cb70d-72e0-4c2c-bf8b-b449f072b6a7.usrfiles.com/ugd/0e1cb7_aaf6582b30c34b808a9a4ee68de37216.pdf
https://0e1cb70d-72e0-4c2c-bf8b-b449f072b6a7.usrfiles.com/ugd/0e1cb7_b5ac06c28f234003a3537cbdf7f24623.pdf
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Batseta August Webinar 25 August 2020 (09h30- 10h15) 

Topic: GEM for SA client 

Speakers: Suhail Suleman | Portfolio Manager at Coronations Fund Managers Kirshni Totaram | Global Head of 

Institutional Business at Coronations Fund Managers 

Topic Summary: Due to evolution in the global economic structures, today’s investment opportunities in emerging 

markets differ markedly from those available to investors a decade ago. Economic drivers, together with country and 

sector exposures have shifted materially, making emerging markets no longer a concentrated play on energy, 

commodities and manufacturing – with a significant reduction in the importance of state-owned entities. This 

evolution translates into meaningful and diversified investment opportunities, particularly for South African investors, 

whose domestic market is no longer strongly correlated with the broader emerging markets universe. This 

divergence in market exposures, together with the low representation of emerging markets in global indices, argues 
strongly in favour of a dedicated global emerging market allocation for South African investors. 

https://0e1cb70d-72e0-4c2c-bf8b-b449f072b6a7.usrfiles.com/ugd/0e1cb7_50ce2f301cb94b0f9c379aea00ff7942.pdf
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Batseta October Webinar 27 October 2020 (09h30- 10h15) 

Topic: SA Inc – Feast or famine?.

Speakers: Philip Bradford, Chief Investment Officer at Sasfin Asset Managers 

Topic Summary Asset allocation policies in South Africa have remained largely unchanged despite dramatic 

changes to the structure of local and global markets. Is now the time to change your long-term asset 
allocation?Find out more by registering on the below button. 

https://8daa2adf-70d8-4b23-8ff0-c387e7a86a19.filesusr.com/ugd/0e1cb7_250d0d1602b74d2880b2b41df67470eb.pdf
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Batseta November Webinar 10 November 2020 (10h45- 11h30) 

Topic: How unclaimed monies can contribute to economic and social development objectives 

Speakers: Elio E’silva, Direct Corporate Solutions, Product & Development, Alexander Forbes

Topic Summary There has been a lot of current affairs discussion around prescribed assets regarding 

retirement funds as a potential source of funding in relation to State Owned Entity (SOE) debt as well as the 

country’s developmental imperatives. This raises concern about the possible implications for outcomes of more 

than 16 million members of South African retirement funds. But there are alternative models of investment 

which can go at least some way in addressing the funding needs of our country while providing a new and 

differentiated investment proposition for investors. Based on statistics unclaimed monies in funds not traced 

within 24 months of being received will then sit in the fund for longer periods. With that in mind join Batseta and 

Elio E’silva, Head: Direct Corporate Solutions, Product & Development at Alexander Forbes as we explore 

whether the investment strategies of such monies have the potential to promote decent outcomes for investors 

and greater benefits for society.

https://0e1cb70d-72e0-4c2c-bf8b-b449f072b6a7.usrfiles.com/ugd/0e1cb7_4fda022d75f740439591a359dbde6104.pdf
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Batseta June Webinar 30 June 2020 (09h30- 10h15) 

Topic: Does inflation targeting still work? 

Speakers: Thabisile Simelane | Senior Consultant at Old Mutual Corporate Consultants 

Topic Summary It is only reasonable that inflation targeting is being questioned because currently it is not 

working. However, if we take a step back and look at history, there is no reason why it should not be 

maintained.
______________________________________________________________________________________________
Batseta June Webinar 30 June 2020 (10h45- 11h30) 

Topic: Valuation in turbulent times

Speakers: Heleen Goussard | Head of Alternative Investment Services | CA (SA); CFA at RisCura

Discussion Points

• The limitation of valuation. 

• How the limitations are magnified under volatile market conditions. 

• Why is this information relevant to a trustee 

Batseta August Webinar 25 August 2020 (09h30- 10h15) 

Topic: GEM for SA client

Speakers: Suhail Suleman | Portfolio Manager at Coronations Fund Managers Kirshni Totaram | Global Head 
of Institutional Business at Coronations Fund Managers 

Special Note: We are only able to provide presentations where the presenter has given their approval for us to do so. Any presentations not 

included in the list were not authorised for public release. Please email Bianca S Moyo: bianca@batseta.org.za for more information or should you 

wish to request a copy of a presentation that is not listed here

https://0e1cb70d-72e0-4c2c-bf8b-b449f072b6a7.usrfiles.com/ugd/0e1cb7_d93beb16eafd45ea9b71d1b71a7d9cb3.pdf
https://0e1cb70d-72e0-4c2c-bf8b-b449f072b6a7.usrfiles.com/ugd/0e1cb7_f46ec9c33b3144b98bd4537d38483305.pdf
mailto:bianca@batseta.org.za

